Too hot?

ZooFANS™
Efficiency and Performance

Too cold?

zoofans.com
ZOO Fans™ will make it just right!

ZOO Fans gently mix the air, eliminating hot and cold spots. The temperature at floor level is much more comfortable and the HVAC systems run less.

Why choose ZOO Fans?

**Small fans, BIG savings!** Dollar for dollar, ZOO Fans are the most efficient and effective small destratification fans on the market. Rigorous independent testing proves that ZOO Fans use less energy to blow more air than the competition—that means fewer fans, lower installation costs, and lower operating costs.

**Keep ‘em safe, make ‘em happy.** Warm-up the floor and help keep it dry, reduce condensation on equipment, eliminate hot and cold spots. Relaxed, comfortable people work more, play more, buy more—and smile more!

**Fast Payback.** ZOO Fans create even temperatures from floor-to-ceiling and wall-to-wall that make it easier to heat or cool. HVAC systems run less and energy costs go down. Noticeably improve comfort and watch productivity and sales increase. Typical payback periods of 1-3 years, with most ROI less than 2 years.

**Be Sustainable.** Improve internal air circulation and use less ducting in new construction, use less energy in new and existing facilities, and repair and replace HVAC equipment less often—all good ways to reduce carbon output. See the many ways ZOO Fans can contribute to LEED® on our website.

**These fans go where others won’t.** They’re easy to install around obstructions, from lighting to overhead cranes. ZOO Fans’ gentle column of air is easy to direct and perfect for aisles. Enclosed in housing our fans will never cause a strobe effect with lighting or interfere with fire suppression equipment.

**Improve air circulation in most any building—heated, air-conditioned, or not conditioned at all.**

Call or Click Today!
855-ZOO-FANS (855-966-3267)
zoofans.com
OPEN CEILINGS

> ZOO Fans are independently tested, in the fan housing, to provide guaranteed performance
> Includes UL approved fast-mounting hardware
> Effective in facilities with ceiling heights from 10’ to 140’ high
> AC and EC models available

DROP CEILINGS

> Highly-rated, independently-tested, energy-efficient inline motor with rugged mixed-flow impellers
> Operate independently of existing HVAC
> Effective in facilities with ceilings from 8’ to 50’ high
> Quiet and Silent models available

SPOT COOLERS

> Quiet, energy-efficient fans deliver a focused, easy-to-direct column of air
> Run independently of existing HVAC
> Variable speed control allows fine-tuning for individual comfort
> Provides relief from the heat

What’s your ZOO? (Zone Of Occupancy)

Raise Productivity  Lower Energy Costs  Improve Comfort  Increase Sales

Call or Click Today!
855-ZOO-FANS (855-966-3267)
zoofans.com
What’s your ZOO? (Zone Of Occupancy)

What’s your ZOO? (Zone Of Occupancy)

OPEN CEILINGS

DROP CEILINGS

SPOT COOLERS

Where to Consider ZOO Fans

> Grocery Stores
> Warehouses | DCs
> Airports | Hangers
> Auto Sales and Service
> Fleet Maintenance
> Arenas | Gyms | Athletic Facilities
> Retail | Restaurants | Big Box Stores
> Manufacturing Facilities
> Offices | Theaters | Auditoriums
> Medical Clinics | Hospitals
> Classrooms | Cafeterias

Easy to Control

> Operate individually or together in zones
> Available BAS Integration
> Variable speed control allows fine-tuning of airflow for ceiling heights from 8’ to 140’, ensuring comfort and performance

Made Right

> Built with BAT (Best Available Technology) for premium efficiency
> Third-party performance testing
> Proudly designed, engineered and assembled in the USA under ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System

The easy way to improve comfort, and save energy!

Call or Click Today!
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zoofans.com